HAVING RECENTLY OPENED WITH THE AIM OF
BECOMING THE WORLD’S LARGEST AIRPORT,
ISTANBUL AIRPORT DEPLOYS A NAVORI QL
POWERED DIGITAL SIGNAGE.
BUSINESS CASE STUDY

DOOH Advertising

KEY OBJECTIVES

Mediaport requirements:
• On-premise high-availability
architecture that ensures optimal performance and security
24/7/365.
• 100% Interoperable, supports
every major operating system
from a single server.
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CHALLENGES
• Navori QL was required to synchronize players running different
operating systems or display layouts. Navori’s engineers created a
time stamp streamer that synchronizes each media player’s clock
with QL Server. This feature is precise to 1/20th of a second. The only
requirement: the synchronized content must have the same duration.
Maximum gap between media players: plus or minus 2 frames on
video rendering.
• Mediaport required a Samsung-certified solution engineered in
direct collaboration with the CMS software supplier.
• The project had extremely high requirements which meant extrac-

TECHNICAL SCOPE

ting the best performance from the Samsung SoC hardware while
playing demanding content:

• Samsung SSSP4 SoC Displays
- Tizen 4 and Windows Media
Player
• 726 LCD and LED displays of
various sizes
• Dynamic content updated live
(news, weather, entertainment)
• Third-party audience measurement integration
• On-premise server architecture
with load-balancing and failover
server
• End-to-end encryption

SOLUTIONS
Navori Labs ensured the roll-out
was successfully completed by
Mediaport that included:
• Fast and easy on site technical
training.

• HTML5
• Multi-layered templates
• Seamless video/template transitions
• Navori Labs developed the capability to update the device’s OS and
media player software remotely to respond to security requirements
and resolve potential malfunctions in real-time.
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• Project deployment and customization was delivered on time.
• Mediaport can make quick
content updates remotely, with a
user-friendly web-based interface.
• Mediaport needed the displays
to run seamlessly 24 hours a day,
so having a reliable Swiss platform was critical to the project’s
success.

NAVORI QL SOFTWARE COMPONENTS

ASR-01

QL Server on-premise: Client Access License (Player CAL)

ASR-02

Add-on: QL Server load balancing - per additional IIS server

BAP-01

QL Player engine

BAP-02

Template

BAP-05

Advanced monitoring

BAP-07

Analytics

BAP-14

Content Synchronization

“ Navori provides us with the
best solutions and tools for
our business needs. We needed
a flexible, scalable, agile and
multiplatform solution that
empowers us in our business
processes. Security is very
important for us since we are
operating in airports and Navori delivers. Navori’s partnership is very strategic in growing
and developing our businesses
mutually ”

Mr. Mehmet Emre, Director of
Digital Operations, Mediaport

About NAVORI Labs

About Mediaport

Navori Labs is a global software innovator with 22 years

Mediaport holds a position favoured by world-renowned

experience in delivering premium technologies and large-

brands with the exclusive network of LED screens, LCD screens,

scale deployment expertise to thousands of customers

static panels, billboards, lightboxes, giant board and stand

worldwide. Our software is developed in-house by Navori’s

space ad units in Istanbul Airport. As Mediaport Out of Home

own R&D department supported by the company’s team of

Advertising, we are the most customer centric company in out

highly qualified engineers. The company is a world-leader

of home advertising industry in Turkey. One of our priorities is

dedicated to digital signage and computer vision

finding a solution that it must work on-premise as well on cloud

technologies.

and should operate in different platforms seamlessly.
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